
Teacher Advisory Council Meeting 
September 8, 2015 – 3:30 p.m. 

Minutes 
 
 
Present: 
Dr. Larry Cartner 
Dianne Meiggs 
Dena’ Banks 
Christy Bundy 
Linda K. Davis 

Joycelyn Hinton 
Sheena Hyder 
Kristin Jackson 
Tameka Jackson 
Norma Jeffcoat 

Jessica Prayer 
Eugene Rountree 
Myraida Santana 
Dan Simmons 
Carolyn Walton 

 
 
Dr. Cartner opened the meeting by thanking everyone for sharing their time.  He 
indicated that the TAC members were selected by their principal because they believed 
in their leadership capability.  He shared with members that they should remember that 
they are leaders.   
 
Dr. Cartner reviewed the TAC Guidelines and encouraged members to keep the 
meeting positive and to think of the TAC as a solution oriented group.  He noted he 
does not mean he does not want to hear about problems or complaints, but if you bring 
a problem, bring a suggestion for solution.  He reminded Council members to remember 
that most answers schools seek are already within the school. Expertise and resources 
can come from outside a school at times, but the answers always lie within the schools 
themselves.    
 
Copies of the following were shared: 
ECPPS Organizational Chart 
Program Services Organizational Chart 
“Who Does What” List (available on the website) 
 
Dr. Cartner informed the group that the surveys taken in May/June provided guidance 
for the recent reorganization.  The surveys very clearly indicated help was wanted in 
curriculum areas.  He indicated the reorganization was done with an eye toward service 
– the function is to help schools and not be a barrier.  The goal is to create a path where 
schools will begin to see “Central Services” instead of Central Office and “Program 
Services” instead of curriculum and instruction.  Service from the district level is a 
priority. 
 
 
Dr. Cartner shared the responses to questions that were submitted prior to the meeting 
and gave time for everyone to review the responses.  He asked the group to submit 
questions by Noon on the Friday prior to meetings in order for him to compile 
responses.  He will email the questions and responses to the group and they can share 
with colleagues via email or via hard copy.  TAC members will be the communication 
point for the schools. 



 
Dr. Cartner asked for questions from the group. 
 
A question was asked about personal printers and why they were not allowed and 
comments were made about limited technology available for teachers and difficulty in 
scheduling lab times. 
Dr. Cartner responded that the system has to look at consequence of error and one 
infected program/piece of equipment could cause the whole network to go down.  The 
Technology Department does not have the manpower to monitor personal devices 
(viruses and malware issues).   
 
 
A comment was made that it looks like the district is choosing to keep teachers from 
getting equipment from other sources (Donor’s Choose, grants, etc.). 
Dr. Cartner indicated that other sources can still be sought, however all equipment 
acquisition needs to be approved by the Technology Department (Dr. Strecker) to 
ensure it will work with the network/system. 
 
A question was asked about the decision making process used regarding the purchase 
of math textbooks last June. 
Dr. Cartner responded that the math textbook issue was a problem he inherited and he 
can only answer with what he has discovered through researching the issue. From the 
records available, as a lot of parental pushback with Investigations was documented.  
The elementary principals all agreed on the purchase of textbooks.  He does not have 
any record of teacher involvement in the process but noted that the decision was 
supported by K-5 Principals.  He noted that he prefers to gather teacher input for major 
decisions such as these.    
 
Discussion from the group followed related to how the new textbook does not relate to 
Common Core; training issues and missing teacher kits/student books.   
Dr. Cartner indicated that training is scheduled for the Professional Development day on 
9/28/15.  He also indicated he would make Joanne Sanders aware of the concerns 
shared. 
 
 
 
There was discussion about iPad deployment not being timely and the requirement that 
iPads be returned to Technology during the last two weeks of school.  It was asked if 
they could be distributed on the first day teachers return and it was asked if teachers 
could keep iPads during the summer. 
Dr. Cartner indicated teachers will be able to use iPads through the end of the school 
year in the future.  He shared that he cannot go so far as to say they can be used during 
the summer – they have to be updated and serviced.  Deploying new iPads took quite a 
bit of time this summer and the process of redistributing takes time.   
 
 



A question was asked about who is responsible for making iPad decisions 
Dr. Cartner responded that principals make the decision at the school level and he 
reminded everyone that accessories (chargers, carts, etc.) need to be considered when 
ordering.   
 
The group discussed math scores, pacing guides, the past process used to develop 
pacing guides and the selection of textbooks. 
Dr. Cartner responded that the preferred method of designing pacing guides would be 
to pull teachers together, but “the ox was in the ditch” and the system has to get 
something of reasonable quality out for use.  The plan going forward would be to utilize 
teachers as documents are revised.  He also indicated that comments about the former 
math textbook (Investigations) ranged from love to hate – no middle ground.   
 
Questions were asked about the budget and teacher assistant issue – will additional 
TAs be hired if the state provides funding equal to last year. 
Dr. Cartner responded that it is too soon to tell and he realizes that is not a satisfying 
answer.  He indicated he does not believe funding will remain the same and the district 
will have to make choice as to whether to keep more TAs funded at 30 hours a week or 
fewer TAs funded at 37.5 hours per week.  He reviewed the process used to make 
decisions regarding the TA reduction in force. 
 
A concern was raised about teachers being told last year that they cannot give 
consequences (walking laps, silent lunch, can’t take recess, etc.) and it was asked if it 
was a district order. 
Dr. Cartner responded that one would not be smart to use walking laps as punishment 
in this very litigious day and that he will check on what was shared last year.  He 
reminded the group that teachers need to have some things to use as consequences for 
misbehavior, but there are things that cannot be used in a punitive way (example can’t 
take away ice cream chocolate milk, or food as punishment, also cannot take away 
recess or use punitive measures for recess).He will investigate the issue of silent lunch.  
Follow-Up: Silent lunch was not banned by the district.  Comments from PBIS personnel 
indicated that silent lunch was not a best practice; however, it was not banned.  
Principals were provided with a copy of the Healthy Active Children policy on 9/10/15. 
 
 
Concerns were expressed about not having adequate facilities for parent pick up of 
students during inclement weather – employees were shocked recently during a storm 
as they used umbrellas to escort children to cars. 
Dr. Cartner noted that erring on the side of safety was best and that monitoring weather 
was recommended – if there is lightning no one should be escorting students under an 
umbrella.  He also indicated that students could be held and not released during sudden 
inclement weather such as a thunderstorm with lightning. 
 
 
A concern was shared about the playgrounds being open for public use and the fact that 
cigarettes, glass, trash, etc. were often found. 



Dr. Cartner and Mrs. Meiggs indicated that the custodians at schools should monitor 
playgrounds, particularly on Monday mornings. 
 
Thanks were shared for the revised calendar and scheduled professional development.  
Dr. Cartner indicated we will do a better job next year, but shared restrictions in the 
calendar law. 
 
It was requested that pacing guides include specific standard so that when data is 
pulled they can see strengths and weaknesses. 
Dr. Cartner indicated that can be done. 
 
A question was asked about fog delays. 
As a rule, fog delays are not a good use of our time.  Dr. Cartner reviewed the process 
used to check for sight distance if there is fog and reminded everyone that it is a school 
system and not a system of schools -- sometimes there may be fog in one area, but not 
everywhere. He also stated that we need to be about the business of educating kids.  If 
there is delay or closing, he will do his best to make a decision by 5:30 a.m. and 
Connect calls will go out to custodians/bus drivers/child nutrition first; then to other staff 
and parents.  
 
Dr. Cartner thanked everyone for having a positive attitude; encouraged everyone to 
send questions in advance; and shared how to find minutes of all district meetings 
online.  
 
Dr. Cartner closed the meeting by stating that it is human nature when we do not know 
something to make up an answer – people to not intentionally create misinformation, but 
can make up information if they do not know something.  He asked everyone to 
remember that nothing in the district is done with the idea of creating difficulty for 
employees and if they did not know something, do not hesitate to ask a question.  He 
stated that the questions submitted will remain anonymous and will not be attributed to 
particular schools.  He noted that not every answer will be liked, but if questions are 
asked they will be answered.  He also indicated that contrary to popular belief the 
superintendent does not know everything, but pledged to get answers to questions. 
 
The meeting adjourned 4:40 p.m. 


